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Newly expanded, a memoir hailed as essential by the likes of Leslie Marmon Silko and ELLE
magazine Bad Indians—part tribal history, part lyric and intimate memoir—is essential reading
for anyone seeking to learn about California Indian history, past and present. Widely adopted in
classrooms and book clubs throughout the United States, Bad Indians—now reissued in
significantly expanded form for its 10th anniversary—plumbs ancestry, survivance, and the
cultural memory of Native California. In this best-selling, now-classic memoir, Deborah A.
Miranda tells stories of her Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen family and the experiences of California
Indians more widely through oral histories, newspaper clippings, anthropological recordings,
personal reflections, and poems. This anniversary edition—the first time the book has seen
release in hardcover format—includes new poems and essays, as well as an extensive
afterword. Wise, indignant, and playful all at once, Bad Indians is a beautiful and devastating
read, and an indispensable book for anyone seeking a more just telling of American history.

About the AuthorDeborah A. Miranda is an enrolled member of the Ohlone Costanoan Esselen
Nation of California, and is also of Chumash and Jewish ancestry. The author of two poetry
collections—Indian Cartography, which won the Diane Decorah Award for First Book from the
Native Writer’s Circle of the Americas, and The Zen of La Llorona, nominated for the Lambda
Literary Award—she also has a collection of essays, The Hidden Stories of Isabel Meadows and
Other California Indian Lacunae, forthcoming from the University of Nebraska Press. Miranda is
an associate professor of English at Washington and Lee University and says reading lists for
her students include as many books by “bad Indians” as possible. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.Review''Essential for all of us who were taught in school that the
'Mission Indians' no longer existed in California, Bad Indianscombines tribal and family histories,
tape recordings, and the writings of a white ethnologist who spoke with Miranda's family,
together with photographs, old reports from the mission priests to their bishops, and newspaper
articles concerning Indians from the nearby white settlements. Miranda takes us on a journey to
locate herself by way of the stories of her ancestors and others who come alive through her
writing. It's such a fine book that a few words can't do it justice.''--Leslie Marmon Silko, author of
Ceremony and The Turquoise Ledge''Bad Indiansbrings the human story of California's
indigenous community sharply into focus. It's a narrative long obscured and distorted by
celebrations of Christian missionaries and phony stories about civilization coming to a golden
land. No other history of California's indigenous communities that I know of presents such a
moving, personal account of loss and survival.''--Frederick E. Hoxie, Swanlund Professor,
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign''For so long, Native writers and readers have opened
books of our tribal history, archaeology, or anthropology and found that it is not the story we



know. It does not include the people we know. It does not tell the stories of the heart or the
relationships that were, and are, significant in any time. When we write our own books, they do
not fit the 'record,' as created by and confirmed by outside views. From the voice of the silenced,
the written about and not written by, this book is groundbreaking not only as literature but as
history.''--Linda Hogan, author of Rounding the Human Corners and a faculty member for the
Indigenous Education Institute--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From
BooklistMiranda is a poet and English professor whose father was a member of the Ohlone
Castanoan Esselen tribe of California Indians. She realized early on that the history traditionally
taught to California fourth-graders, the “California mission mythology and gold rush fantasy,”
described California Indians only through their conquest, subjugation, defeat, and
disappearance. This clarifying compilation of old government documents, BIA forms, field notes
like those written by Smithsonian ethnologist J. P. Harrington in the 1930s, diaries of explorers
and priests, family stories, photos, and newspaper articles, all tied together with Miranda’s own
poems, is her attempt to correct that one-dimensional, untrue depiction of what her ancestors
experienced. She begins with the missionization years, 1770 to 1836, the “great holocaust,”
when the indigenous population in California dropped from one million to 20,000. The years
1836 to 1900 bring reports of slavery and bounty hunters; then, throughout the twentieth century,
California Indians gradually lost their language, culture, and identity. Miranda’s is an emotional,
powerfully told story that contributes greatly to her goal of “killing the lies” about her people. --
Deborah Donovan --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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mother and father,who survived each other“I am the result of the love of thousands.”—Linda
HoganTable of ContentsTitle PageCopyright PageDedicationAcknowledgmentsIntroduction -
California Is a StoryThe End of the World: Missionization - 1770–1836Bridges: Post-
Secularization - 1836–1900The Light from the Carrisa Plains: Reinvention - 1900–
1961Teheyapami Achiska: Home - 1961–PresentSources and PermissionsAbout the AuthorLas
Otno Ayam, Las Metx, Las Iapa, Las Ewshai, let salewa iyu. Atsa jatan Las Ewshai ka amumut
lakam let lala ma’ali manaleneipa. Let kia’alpa ahik iniwa welel ta’a neku tuxus laka masianex
jatan kominan efexe. Let taheiya neku Las Ewshai ahik, tamakapa sasipi let papia cha’a. Let
toxesa iniwa alpa pami lex panna laka lax panna. Let alpa ahik kominan kinia ta’a iniwa alpa
machi ahik lex efexe cha’a. Let kia’alpa ahik lex panna ewaimitano machi kinia lachs ka laka
keya lax maxana shansha.Honorable Creator, Honorable Grandfathers, Honorable
Grandmothers, Honorable Ancestors, we come in a good way. Days of Ancestors are gone but
we will not forget. We ask that these words find the ears and hearts of all people. We honor the
Ancestors that suffered so that we could live. We give these stories to our Children and their
Children. We pray that all who find these stories know that our people exist. We ask that our
Children forever know who they are and where their blood runs.Creator protect you all.—prayer
composed by Louise Miranda Ramirez, Chairwoman, Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen
NationAcknowledgmentsSpecial thanks to: Dorothy Allison for her tender insights in the
aftermath of my writing these stories; Ruth Behar and Lourdes Portillo for their amazing
“Documentar” workshop; the California Indian Storytelling Association for song, story, and faith;
Rosemary Cambra for living the vision; Sandra Cisneros and Macondistas todos for energy and
passion; Linda Hogan for inspiration and unwavering truth; Fred Hoxie for incisive and crucial
advice; Malcolm Margolin and News from Native California for preparing the way; the entire
Heyday crew, especially Jeannine Gendar, Gayle Wattawa, Lorraine Rath, Diane Lee, Lillian



Fleer, Natalie Mulford, and Sylvia Linsteadt, for their warm welcome and tender loving care of
this work from manuscript to finished book; Renya Ramirez, Amy Lonetree, and their great UC
Santa Cruz class; Georgiana Valoyce Sanchez for her true heart; Leslie Silko for the clarifying
fire of her faith in this project; Beverly Slapin for her fierce sense of justice; the faculty and
students at UCLA American Indian Studies Center (especially Rebecca Hernandez, DeAnna
Rivera, Wendy Teeters, Kimberly Robertson); Lesley Wheeler, Suzanne Keen, Sandy O’Connell,
and the Washington and Lee U English Department for tremendous day-to-day support. Thanks
particularly to those who helped fund research and writing time: The American Philosophical
Association, Washington and Lee University, Lenfest Summer Grants, and the Institute of
American Cultures at UCLA. My gratitude also to Susan Snyder at The Bancroft Library; Dwight
Dutschke, Native American Heritage Coordinator, California State Parks; Dennis Copeland at
Monterey Public Library; David McLaughlin at Pentacle Press; Daisy Njoku at the Smithsonian;
Mark Miller and Barb Landis for answering questions and queries about obscure publications
and resources; and the wonderful Jennifer Browdy for translation assistance, especially in
Isabel’s long piece about El Potrero.Gratitude to my children, Miranda Miller Gomez and Daniel
Abraham Miller, whose births woke me to my purpose.My heartfelt thanks to Louise J. Miranda
Ramirez for her leadership, healing words, sacrifices—my sister, you keep bringing me home.
Mislayaya kolo, Ichi!Deep gratitude to Madgel E. Miranda for her years of genealogical sleuthing,
her passion for detail, her unconditional love, and a legacy of treasures left behind.No words can
express my appreciation for Margo Solod’s faith, love, inspiration, amazing culinary skills, and
especially the gift of a summer on Cuttyhunk to finish this manuscript!Always, always, thank you
to the Ancestors—for the dreams, belly laughs, stories…the good, the bad, the ugly, the
sacred…thank you for your survival.Nimasianexelpasaleki—my heart feels
good.IntroductionCalifornia Is a StoryThey love their children to excess (if that can be said), but
they give them no education whatever. They merely recount to them the fables which they heard
in their pagan state. They do this to entertain and satisfy the children. The latter believe these
things as if they really happened, for a certain period. They held and do hold those as wise men
who knew and could relate more of these fables. This is their chief knowledge.—Mission San
Juan Bautista, response to the Interrogatorio (Questionnaire) sent by the Spanish viceroy in
Mexico to all California missions, 1812CALIFORNIA IS A STORY. California is many stories. As
Leslie Silko tells us, don’t be fooled by stories! Stories are “all we have,” she says. And it is true.
Human beings have no other way of knowing that we exist, or what we have survived, except
through the vehicle of story.One of the stories California tells is this: In 1959, my mother met my
father. Madgel Eleanor Yeoman encountered Alfred Edward Miranda. She was twenty-five years
old, he was thirty-three. She had been born and raised in Beverly Hills; he had been born on the
Tuolomne Rancheria (a California Indian reservation) and raised on the mean streets of Santa
Monica. Her father (“Yeoman”) was of English descent, her mother (“Gano” or “Genaux”) of
French ancestry and possibly Jewish. Al was Chumash and Esselen, his mother from the Santa
Barbara/Santa Ynez Mission Indians, his father from the Carmel Mission Indians. Midgie was fair-



skinned, black-haired, and blue-eyed. Al was so dark his gang nickname was “Blackie.” His skin
was decorated with various homemade gang and Navy tattoos, along with the name of his first
wife. Soon “Miche,” his nickname for my mother, would join that collection.My mother was still
trying to recover from the aftermath of her first, disastrous marriage, which had included the birth
of three children and the wrenching, accidental death of one of them. But Miche still had a
dancer’s body: 5’2”, one hundred pounds, able to dance tango and flamenco in high heels and
tight dresses. She’d trained at Hollywood Professional High School with Eduardo Cansino,
movie star Rita Hayworth’s father. The highlight of my father’s formal education came in the
eighth grade of his Catholic school, when he took a bet from one of his friends that nuns were
bald beneath their wimples, snatched the head covering off of Sister Theresa Anthony, and was
promptly expelled. Somehow, I don’t think this was his first strike.A few years later, Al was
confronted by his girlfriend’s brother. “I didn’t know the Spanish word for ‘pregnant,’” Al told me,
laughing at his younger, naive self, “so I couldn’t figure out what her brother was yelling at me
for!” He married the girl quickly, however, and by the time my parents met, Al already had four
daughters: Rose Marie, Louise, Lenora, and Pat.I would be his fifth—not his hoped-for
son.Miche and Al: colonizer and Indian; European and Indigenous; nominal Christian and lapsed
Catholic; once-good girl and twice-bad boy. Heaven on earth, and hell, too.It was Miche’s
dancing that captivated my father. He met her in an East L.A. bar. Together—my father slim and
muscular in his pressed light chinos and crisp shirt, my mother glowing in spaghetti-strap black
nightclub best—they made a striking couple, full of passion and mutual joy. All the pieces fit,
despite the fact that none of the pieces were even remotely from the same puzzle. They fulfilled
each other’s romantic fantasies: he was strong, macho, suave; she was Hollywood lipstick and
mascara, a classy, albeit wounded, dove.Two worlds collided, just like in a good old sci-fi movie
produced at one of the studios my mother had hung around all her young life. Miche knew how
to dress, how to draw on eyebrows with a perfect arch, the exact deep blood-red shade of
lipstick to apply. She was beautiful, on fire with suicidal depression, desperate for love. The
death of her baby, Jenny, haunted her every day. It had happened just a few years before when a
pregnant Midgie and her then-husband Mike drank and fought, fought and drank, leaving two
toddler girls to fend for themselves; now, Midgie used alcohol and heroin to dull the visceral
pain, speed to get up the next morning and get my half-siblings off to school.Al told me once,
“She gave up heroin for me.” He said it in a half-wondering tone of voice, as if he still couldn’t
quite believe it. I do.Theirs was the kind of desire that happens only once in a lifetime, the kind of
desire that eventually leaves you wishing you’d never tasted its soul-thieving mouth, the kind of
desire you pray to forget. Desire that demands like demonic possession. Desire you wouldn’t
wish on your worst enemy; desire you hope to God your own children never know.No wonder
Midgie could give up heroin for my father: she always went for the most destructive drug she
could find.Romeo and Juliet had nothing on my parents. In the era before the civil rights
movement, even in lascivious Southern California, a darkly handsome Indian man and a white
woman were not easily tolerated. Although antimiscegenation laws had been declared



unconstitutional in California in 1948 (the case involved a Mexican American woman and an
African American man—Mexican Americans were, at that time, generally classified as “white”),
ten years later it was still unusual to see an interracial couple, even in Los Angeles. “I got into a
fight once in Santa Monica,” my father remembered, “with this white guy who kept asking your
mother why she was with a black man. I wanted to beat the shit out of him, but your mother
wouldn’t let me.”My mother’s parents, white farm kids from Nebraska who had moved to Los
Angeles in the early 1930s and found their own private paradise, were horrified, enraged, and
devastated. Although for all the wrong reasons, given the outcome of their daughter’s marriage,
that turned out to be an appropriate response. I’m pretty sure they had never even seen a black
man in the flesh before arriving in L.A. as married adults; I don’t think they’d seen what they
thought of as an “Indian” until they took a trip through the Southwest when my mother was a
child. As far as they knew, people of color—especially men of color—were practically another
species, people you hired or saw doing manual labor, like their Japanese gardener (sent to an
internment camp during World War II and never seen again). A colored man was not fit to marry
their daughter, even if she was a divorcée with two young children, a tattered reputation, a
shattered heart.By 1961, my father’s family had been enduring and/or celebrating mixed-race
unions for about two hundred years in one form or another: California Indian with Mexican
Indian, Chumash with Esselen, Spaniard with Indian, and rich variations thereof. By force, by
choice, or by love, mixed-race unions were a tradition for those who survived the California
missions. Those who will not change do not survive; but who are we, when we have survived?
Out of this particular union, then, comes my story: in the form of a small, light brown baby with
dark eyes and wispy brown hair. And dimples. “The first thing I did was look to see if you had
dimples,” my mother said in one of her many retellings of the birth, “like your father.” My father
insisted that all his kids had dimples; checking for them was a kind of paternity test on his part.
And into this body of mine came the full force of two separate streams of human history and
story.This California story dovetails with another: as a mixed-blood “Mission Indian,” I have spent
a lifetime being told I’m not a “real Indian”—in large part because I do not have the language of
my ancestors, and much of our culture was literally razed to the ground. I refused to believe that
the absence of language meant my culture was nonexistent, but since even other Indians
thought “all you California Indians were extinct,” it’s been a tough road. Along the way, I’ve
learned a lot about stories, their power to rebuild or silence.I’m not saying the old adage
“language is culture” is completely offtrack. Reclaiming our languages is a sacred and beautiful
act. But it is deceptive to pin our survival on language. If a language is destroyed, as many
Native American languages have been, that does not decimate the culture. Culture is ultimately
lost when we stop telling the stories of who we are, where we have been, how we arrived here,
what we once knew, what we wish we knew; when we stop our retelling of the past, our
imagining of our future, and the long, long task of inventing an identity every single second of our
lives.Culture is lost when we neglect to tell our stories, when we forget the power and craft of
storytelling. Native Americans did not enter the canonical field of American literature until 1969,



when Kiowa N. Scott Momaday won the Pulitzer Prize. The power of story has been too
dangerous to let Indians get a hold of since then, though Linda Hogan’s visceral novel about the
Osage oil murders, Mean Spirit, was a finalist for the Pulitzer in 1990. Scott Momaday wasn’t the
first published Indian author. He was just the first one who managed to jam his foot in the door
long enough so those behind him could scramble through a little easier. The gatekeepers of
“literature” have kept us outside by making education and literacy so undesirable and so painful
(boarding schools, punishment for the slightest Indian-ness) and by making our own stories so
unacceptable (you had to write like a white man or, conversely, write the way Tonto spoke if you
wanted to be published) that it took all that time for us to even approach the door.Prior to 1969,
who was telling our story? Non-Indians, for the most part. Self-representation was almost
unheard of, stereotypes and biases were bleeding into American culture freely. So who tells a
story is a mighty piece of information for the listeners; you must know what that storyteller has at
stake. Demanding to know who is telling your story means asking, “Who is inventing me, for
what purpose, with what intentions?”Europeans told stories about Indigenous people in North
and South America long before any of them ever left European shores in their small boats and
actually met a Native person. Cannibals, human-animal offspring, mutated monsters,
bloodthirsty devils—the names and stories sank into the minds and identities of Europeans and
made them fearful, defensive, righteous. The stories that had been told about inhabitants of
other lands created, in turn, the stories that played out at First Contact—stories about savages,
heathens, pagans, barbarians, and other lesser, inferior beings.Story is the most powerful force
in the world—in our world, maybe in all worlds. Story is culture. Story, like culture, is constantly
moving. It is a river where no gallon of water is the same gallon it was one second ago. Yet it is
still the same river. It exists as a truth. As a whole. Even if the whole is in constant change. In fact,
because of that constant change.All my life, I have heard only one story about California Indians:
godless, dirty, stupid, primitive, ugly, passive, drunken, immoral, lazy, weak-willed people who
might make good workers if properly trained and motivated. What kind of story is that to grow up
with?The story of the missionization of California.In 1769, after missionizing much of Mexico, the
Spaniards began to move up the west coast of North America in order to establish claims to rich
resources and land before other European nations could get a foothold. Together, the
Franciscan priests and Spanish soldiers “built” a series of twenty-one missions along what is
now coastal California. (California’s Indigenous peoples, numbering over one million at the time,
did most of the actual labor.) These missions, some rehabilitated from melting adobe, others in
near-original state, are now one of the state’s biggest tourist attractions; in the little town of
Carmel, Mission San Carlos Borromeo de Carmelo is the biggest attraction. Elsewhere, so-
called Mission décor drenches Southern California, from restaurants to homes, apartment
buildings, animal shelters, grocery stores, and post offices. In many neighborhoods, a
bastardized Mission style is actually required by cities or neighborhood associations. Along with
this visual mythology of adobe and red clay roof tiles comes the cultural storytelling that drains
the missions of their brutal and bloody pasts for popular consumption.In California schools,



students come up against the “Mission Unit” in fourth grade, reinforcing the same lies those
children have been breathing in most of their lives. Part of California’s history curriculum, the unit
is entrenched in the educational system and impossible to avoid, a powerfully authoritative
indoctrination in Mission Mythology to which fourth graders have little if any resistance. Intense
pressure is put upon students (and their parents) to create a “Mission Project” that glorifies the
era and glosses over both Spanish and Mexican exploitation of Indians, as well as American
enslavement of those same Indians during American rule. In other words, the Mission Unit is all
too often a lesson in imperialism, racism, and Manifest Destiny rather than actually educational
or a jumping off point for critical thinking or accurate history.Can you imagine teaching about
slavery in the South while simultaneously requiring each child to lovingly construct a plantation
model, complete with happy darkies in the fields, white masters, overseers with whips, and
human auctions? Or asking fourth graders to study the Holocaust by carefully designing detailed
concentration camps, complete with gas chambers, heroic Nazi guards, crematoriums?I left
California after kindergarten and completed my schooling in Washington State (where I suffered
through the “Oregon Trail Unit” instead, but that’s another story), so I never had to produce a
Mission Project. This book is, in a way, my belated offering at that particular altar.Visiting the
missions as an adult, proud, mixed-blood California Indian woman, I found myself unprepared
for gift shops well stocked with CDs of pre-researched Mission Projects, xeroxed pamphlets of
mission terms, facts, and history (one for each mission), coloring books, packaged models of
missions (“easy assembled in 10 minutes!”) and other project paraphernalia for the discerning
fourth grader and his or her worried parents. Large, elaborate dioramas are featured within many
of the missions for fourth graders and tourists to view while imagining the same rote story, “the
olden days” when the padre stood in the shade of the church doorway and watched the Indians
—men, women, children—go meekly about their daily work, clothed, Christianized, content.The
Carmel Mission website maintains a “4th Grade Corner” where daily life for padres and their
“Indian friends” who “shared what little food and supplies they had” is blissfully described. Other
websites offer “easy,” “quick,” “guaranteed A+!!!” Mission Projects, targeting those anxious
parents, for a price.Generations of Californians have grown up steeped in a culture and
educational system that trains them to think of Indians as passive, dumb, and disappeared. In
other words, the project is so well established, in such a predictable and well-loved rut, that
veering outside of the worn but comfortable mythology is all but impossible.On my visit to
Mission Dolores, I found that out in a particularly visceral way.It was over winter break, 2008. I
was in San Francisco for a conference, and my friend Kimberly and I had hopped on a streetcar
to visit Mission Dolores. As we emerged from the mission church via a side door into a small
courtyard (featuring one of those giant dioramas behind glass), we inadvertently walked into
video camera range of a mother filming her daughter’s fourth grade project.Excusing ourselves,
we studiously examined the diorama while the little girl flubbed her lines a few times. She was
reading directly from the flyer given tourists in the gift shop and could say “basilica” but not
“archdiocese,” but she maintained her poise through several takes until she nailed it.Both



mothers ourselves, Kimberly and I paused to exchange a few words of solidarity about school
projects with the mother, which gave Mom the chance to brag about how she and Virginia were
trying to “do something a little different” by using video instead of making a model.“That’s great!”
I said, giving them both a polite smile. “I’ll bet your teacher will be glad to have something out of
the ordinary.” Contrary to what many believe, I do not attack unsuspecting white women and
children; I am not a Political Correction Officer prowling the missions, hoping to ruin some
hardworking child’s day.“Well, it is different actually being right here,” Mom said excitedly. “To
think about all those Indians and how they lived all that time ago, that’s kind of impressive.”I
could not resist. “And better yet,” I beamed, “still live! Guess what? I’m a member of the Ohlone/
Costanoan–Esselen Nation myself! Some of my ancestors lived in this mission. I’ve found their
names in the Book of Baptism.” (See? I didn’t mention that they are also all listed in the Book of
Deaths soon afterward.)The mother was beside herself with pleasure, posed me with her
daughter for a still photo, and wrote down my name so she could Google my work. Little Virginia,
however, was literally shocked into silence. Her face drained, her body went stiff, and she stared
at me as if I had risen, an Indigenous skeleton clad in decrepit rags, from beneath the clay bricks
of the courtyard. Even though her mother and I talked a few more minutes, Virginia the fourth
grader—previously a calm, articulate news anchor in training—remained a shy shadow, shooting
side glances at me out of the corners of her eyes.As Kimberly and I walked away, I thought,
“That poor kid has never seen a live Indian, much less a ‘Mission Indian’—she thought we were
all dead!” Having me suddenly appear in the middle of her video project must have been a lot
like turning the corner to find the (dead) person you were talking about suddenly in your face,
talking back.Kimberly, echoing my thoughts, chortled quietly, “Yes, Virginia, there really are live
Mission Indians.”The problem is, thanks to Mission Mythology, most fourth graders will never
know that.That’s why it’s time for the Mission Fantasy Fairy Tale to end. This story has done
more damage to California Indians than any conquistador, any priest, any soldado de cuera
(leather-jacket soldier), any smallpox, measles, or influenza virus. This story has not just killed
us, it has taught us how to kill ourselves and kill each other with alcohol, domestic violence,
horizontal racism, internalized hatred. This story is a kind of evil, a kind of witchery. We have to
put an end to it now.But where to start? What’s the best way to kill a lie? Like bad spirits, they are
notoriously immune to arrows—in fact, they are often known to rise after being killed, even after
being buried. We must know where to aim, pick our targets, remain clear-sighted.I say “we”
because my efforts here are part of a much wider circle of California Indian peoples and allies
talking back to mythology, protesting, making waves.We each have our chosen weapons. My
sister Louise chooses language: pulling the Esselen words out of field notes, off wax cylinders,
singing the words over the bones of those she reburies with intimate tenderness, writing new
stories in an old tongue. My friend Georgiana Valoyce Sanchez (Chumash) chooses storytelling
and song, clappersticks and rhythm, teaching and education. James Luna (Luiseño) creates live
and video performances that turn stereotypes on their heads, inventing new ceremonies to
reclaim ancient identities. L. Frank (Tongva/Ajachmem) reenvisions mission history through her



infamous Coyote cartoons, her museum research, and recreation of Indigenous California
arts.Many other California Indians weave baskets, harvest acorns, write poems, sing Bird Songs,
document museum holdings, string abalone shell, construct tule boats and tomols, carve stone
bowls, create visual art, work for repatriation of bones and belongings.I choose to make this
book: to create a space where voices can speak after long and often violently imposed silence.
Constructing this book has been hard, listening to those stories seep out of old government
documents, BIA forms, field notes, the diaries of explorers and priests, the occasional writings or
testimony from Indians, family stories, photographs, newspaper articles; it’s been painful,
dreaming of destruction, starved children, bones that cry. But at the end of it, I feel voices
present that the world hasn’t heard for a long, long time. Voices telling the antidote to lies.My
ancestors, collectively, are the story-bridge that allows me to be here. I’m honored to be one of
the bridges back to them, to their words and experiences.“Stories are their chief knowledge,”
wrote the padre from Mission San Juan Bautista.Yes—and they are, still. May it always be
so.The End of the World: Missionization1770–1836The Genealogy of Violence, Part ILos
Pájarosbased on writings by Junípero Serra, May 1773 and June 1774Seeing your people come
through the fieldswe noticed a great flock of birdsof various and beautifully blended colorssuch
as we had never seen before.We noticed a great flock of birdsswooping out of the heavens just
aheadsuch as we had never seen beforeas if they came to welcome our newly arrived
guests.Swooping out of the heavens just aheadsix or more soldiers set out together on
horsebackas if they came to greet their newly acquired hostsin the far distant rancherias even
many leagues away.Six or more soldiers set out together on horseback.Both men and women at
sight of them took to their heelsin the far distant rancherias even many leagues away,fleeing the
soldiers, clever as they are at lassoing cows.Both men and women at sight of them took to their
heelsbut the women were caught with Spanish ropes.The soldiers, clever as they are at lassoing
cowspreyed on the women for their unbridled lust.The women were caught with Spanish
ropesIndian men defended their wives—prey for the Spaniards’ unbridled lust—only to be shot
down with bullets.The Indian men tried to defend their wivesof various and beautifully blended
colorsonly to be shot down with bulletsseeing your people come through the fields.Fisher of
Menbased on writings by Junípero SerraThey are entirely naked,as Adam in the garden before
sin.Not for one moment could we noticethe least sign of shame.Before long, they will be
caughtin the apostolic and evangelical net.To God alone be all the honorand glory! I dread to
thinkthat such a plentiful harvest, ripefor the reapers, remain untouched.They are entirely
naked,as Adam in the garden before sin.Though I find it hard—a sinner like me—to be left all
alone, nearest priestmore than eighty leagues away, nothingin between but savages and rough
roads,before long they will be caughtin the apostolic and evangelical net.More naked people
than thesecannot be found in the whole world.His Divine Majesty be pleased,in his infinite
mercy, give mea holy death; they are entirely naked,as Adam in the garden before sin.When
arrows were raining everywhere,I held the Virgin’s picture in one hand,Her Divine Crucified Son
in the other.Pray for me as I move amidstdangers from naked and barbarous men.Before long,



they will be caughtin the apostolic and evangelical net.Those who are to come here put upwith
hardships for the love of Godand the salvation of souls…but to a willing heart all is sweet,amanti
suave est.They are naked as Adamin the garden before sin.Before long, they will be caughtin the
apostolic and evangelical net:such a plentiful harvest, ripefor the reapers.My Mission
Glossary(excerpts from a very late fourth grade project)For many decades, all California
schoolchildren have been required to take part in the “Mission Unit” during their fourth grade
year. Because I left California after kindergarten, I never participated in this rite of passage. Till
now.—dmDeby’s missionDeby Miranda, fourth grade pictureAdobe BricksFigure 1Recipe:
Gather your Indians from the mission. Try to catch them between their regular chores of tending
the fields, chasing cattle, cooking, weaving, mandatory prayers, and catechism instruction.Then
you need dirt, water, straw, sometimes horse manure. Make sure it’s good dirt, not too much clay
or the bricks will crack as they dry. Your Indians might have to haul some dirt in, which could take
days, and no mules, a cart if they’re lucky, baskets if not.Tell them to dig a big round basin in the
ground, soak it well with water, throw everything in. That water has to come from someplace.
River, spring, rain barrels maybe. Indian women make some baskets good as a bucket. Keep
some of the men running back and forth for water, while the others jump into the pit and start
mixing with their feet. (Shovels are valuable and hard to come by; make sure the iron is not
stolen for weapons.) This is where good legs are a blessing. The work keeps their dancing
muscles in shape, and they seem to like dirt, aren’t concerned about the ripe odor.Mission
building is smelly business.Now, when it’s all mixed they’ll start the rhythm of scoop and slap.
Scoop up that mud, slap it into a wooden form. Pack it in good and tight. Repeat till the form is
full, move on to the next. (Oh—wooden forms. Before beginning, you must assign Indians to cut
down trees and make lumber for the forms, and then make the forms. Few nails to be had, but
they’re clever with rope and vine once you get the idea across.)Anyhow, as soon as the whole
form is full, have the Indios check and see if they can lift it right off those bricks so you can reuse
it. In an hour, perhaps a day, the bricks should just stand alone, mixed right. Now, if the weather
holds you can leave the wet bricks right there, turn them once in a while, let the air and heat bake
them hard. When rain threatens, the Indians must weave reeds and grasses as they do for their
own mats.Adobe takes three to four weeks to cure. So you want to build up a good supply before
you start building anything like a mission. Dried, each brick weighs about sixty pounds. Stacking
one upon the other requires strong Indians, especially when climbing ladders and makeshift
scaffolding.All in all, adobe is cheap—the ingredients free for the taking—but you will certainly
go through a lot of Indians. More lazy creatures on earth we have never seen.BellsFrom the
start, the hollow stones with voices. Made in their own land, hard beyond rock or bone or
abalone shell, shaped by hands of unseen beings we thought must be gods.Figure 2. Tom
Miranda (my grandfather) at Mission San Miguel campanario, circa 1955Soldiers brought them
from the ships, hung them first from trees, then on wooden frames. At last, the bells sounded
from the campanario in the church itself—after we made it, after we built the church.The voice of
the bell is the voice of the padres. We try, but we cannot always obey.Bells at dawn, keening.



Bells ordering us to prayer; the alcaldes stand over us with cudgels and long canes, invoke
silence. Bells direct us to breakfast, gruel of atole quickly swallowed. Bells tell us to scatter to our
work, we women to laundry and looms, grinding corn or acorns or wheat, the gardens,
harvesting, storing, preparing, cooking; men to the fields to plow, plant, slaughter cattle, adobe,
plaster, tile, paint our designs inside the church.Men work their leather, repair soldiers’ saddles,
plait reins or the cords of whips they use on us. Seamstresses cut, stitch, clothe our naked
shame. Blacksmiths practice the art of heated metal, beating until the acceptable shape
emerges. Vaqueros herd and skin the cattle for the hides the Spaniards love so, swimming in
blood day after day till Indian skins smell like death too.Bells for midday meal. Atole again. Bells
return us to our labors, bells demand prayers or instruction in prayer, bells determine evening
meal, maybe posole with meat. Bells give us permission to sleep.Once, the bells hung silent.
The padres told us to put all else aside, join in gathering a great tide of sardines. Oh, what
pleasure while we brought in that slippery harvest! For many days we waded in the surf with our
baskets, salty water bathing us of dust and blood, sun claiming our bare backs. We sang lusty
songs out beyond the padres’ hearing; I heard laughter all around me as the young unmarried
men and women, separated in day by work and at night by lock and key, exchanged more than
looks. We ate sardines fresh, we roasted them in coals, wrapped in seaweed, we hung them
over the fire, their rich fat dripping onto embers.Some of us caught as much as ten barrels, but
when the barrels ran out and still the sardines came, we showed the padres how to open the
sardines, remove the spines, put them to dry in the sun. This, they gave away to anyone who
asked, having no way to store such bounty, and that was right, and never would have happened,
we thought, if the bells still spoke.On holy day, we left the sardines in peace, went hunting for
nests of seabirds that live in the rocks. We passed that day camping on the beach, small groups
of us, each with its fire, roasting and eating what we had caught. Friends rested together,
gossiping; daughters normally sequestered in the monjerio leaned against their mothers
contentedly; children ate their fill, slept on the warm sand with bones still tight in their fists. Our
souls swam gratefully into dream, whole and unbroken. The padres stood to one side, watched,
laughed to see us at such ease.

An Indigenous Peoples' History of the United States (REVISIONING HISTORY Book 3), Jonny
Appleseed, Split Tooth, Sabrina & Corina: Stories, Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom,
Scientific Knowledge and the Teachings of Plants



Ai, “I'd strongly recommend this to anyone looking to learn more about the .... An incredible read
that grabs and doesn't let go. I'll say first off that you should block off time for this book--it's not
something you should read in multiple sittings, and you honestly won't want to read it that way.
Miranda defies genre as she mashes together archival sourced-history with personal memoir
with tribal history with poetry with essay with visual work. Her rich writing--and oh my GOD is it
rich, it's so beautiful--really makes the story she's telling all the more rich and vivid. It's also
incredibly accessible, and really important for people to read. I'd strongly recommend this to
anyone looking to learn more about the ongoing effects of settler colonialism and the logics of
elimination that accompany it”

Paul Richards, “What is Bad is Good. Growing up in California, in the Bay Area, I went through
the educational system here and reached adulthood thinking that all the indigenous people who
used to occupy the land in my backyard were gone. But a few years ago, there was a news story
about the response to a small notice placed in a local newspaper announcing a construction
project on the site of an old indian burial ground. 5000 people showed up. I was surprised.
Then I was ashamed to be part of this lie, to have believed that they were no longer around and
we could just sit in our backyards without a thought of who we robbed to get this land. Deborah
Miranda's book, Bad Indians, brings the truth of the Bay Area genocide to light. And it lights up
the story with the impact of the settler brutality on her and her family going back more
generations than any settler group could ever imagine. It is a story that should be required
reading for every Californian and every school child.”

E. Oakes, “The truth about what really happened to Native Americans at the California Missions.
I could not put this book down. Well crafted superbly researched and edited. Though the
tragedies that befell Native Americans at the California Missions are hard to read about, it is a
must read for anyone wanting the deeper historical truths of this period in California history. This
book should be required supplemental reading in California high schools and colleges. As well,
the sections pertaining to Native American life at the Missions should be taught to fourth
graders. (Where age appropriate.) NOTE, this California Chumash elder will NOT debate my
personal review of this book with anyone on Amazon, with California Mission apologists.
Catholic or otherwise.  Peace out.”

JG, “A moving personal reflection that illuminates a broad social wound. This is a beautifully
written, and an astonishingly intimate telling of personal history, set in the context of the
unsettling story of the writer's ancestors. The California Indians were brutally mistreated, and
their culture, history, and land dismembered. Ms. Miranda compels us to end our denial, and to
make an accounting for the deep and lasting harm.”



Mallory Whiteduck, “Make way for bad Indians. This is a memoir that experiments with time and
form, stretching into the spasm and future. Miranda is making space for “bad” Indians like
herself, her family members and even some community members she locates in ethnographies.
Bad indians are those who don’t fit into what either their communities or the world might expect
from them.”

Kaitlin Rose, “Honest, Hard, Educational. I read this book for an Indigenous Literatures class. As
a white college student girl whose education of Indigenous people's history is fairly scarce, this
book was educational and, though not relatable as far as ancestral, relatable on a heart level.”

Sarah, “Awesome literature. I bought this book for my ethnograpic analysis anthropology class. It
was such a good read, conjuring all sorts of emotions while delivering a hefty amount of
knowledge. I thoroughly enjoyed it, what a great author.”

Jen, “Fantastic. Deeply compelling account of Miranda’s Indigenous ancestral heritage; blurs
together poetry, short stories, life-writing, photography and illustrations to track her complex and
rich fa,ily history.”

The book by Mamie Till-Mobley has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 238 people have provided feedback.
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